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The control electronics for the TV beam observation system of CERN has been 
recently redesigned, based on “BI standard” VME 64x crates and cards. All future 
installations will be based on this new electronics, at the same time the already existing 
devices of the Injectors complex have been refurbished using these new cards. 
This note contains a description of the new system which, for historical reasons, is 
known under two different names: BTV and MTV. In particular the functionalities of the 
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1.1. Principle of the TV beam observation diagnostics 
At CERN, as in any other accelerator complex, one of the most widely used device for: beam observation, 
beam emittance measurement and beam steering is the TV Observation System; known at CERN as BTV 
(for Beam instrumentation - TV), or MTV (for Moniteur de faisceaux - TV). 
These systems work in the following way: a phosphor screen, or other radiator, is inserted on the beam 
trajectory (inside the vacuum chamber). When the beam particles hit the screen, visible light is emitted and 
subsequently observed by a detector (often a camera) through a viewport. In many cases this process is 
destructive for the beam; especially for low energy beams. Figure 1 shows the schematics of a standard BTV 
station. The main components are: an insertion device holding an in vacuum screen or other type of radiator, 
a camera, an illumination device that allows the observation of the screen for test and calibration purpose, 
and optionally a mechanism for the insertion of optical density filters in front of the detector. The analogue 
video signal is usually transported to the control room and here used for observation and steering. The video 
signal can also be digitized allowing precise measurements on the beam. 
Figure 1: Principle of a BTV or MTV system. 
2. The CERN BTV/MTV systems 
There are about one hundred MTV stations installed in the CPS complex, thirty in the SPS and fifty in the 
upcoming LHC including its transfer lines. 
The new control electronics is based on a single VME64x card which is capable of controlling: 
- the different types of mechanical actuators (positioning of screens and filters) based on DC motors 
- the different types of cameras (CCD, CID, CMOS and Vidicon) 
- the digitalisation of the image 
- the adjustable illumination of the screens 
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2.1. System layout 
Figure 2 shows the new layout of a complete BTV/MTV system. Apart from a few exceptions, a single cable 
provides the link between the control electronics and the instrument itself. Since the cabling is one of the 



























Figure 2: BTV/MTV system layout. 
2.2. VME 64x crate 
The VME64x crate used for the BTV systems is the standard type adopted for all the LHC instruments. In 
order to be able to drive the motors and the illumination systems an additional power supply had to be added 
to the base crate. 
The crate used for the BTV systems is composed of the following parts (see also Annex 4): 
- LHC VME64x crate with an AB-BI backplane and a AB-BI type B power supply (+/-15V, +5V) 
- Dedicated power supply, with power lines distributed over the P0 connector (+20V, +24V, +50V) 
- Transition modules (front and rear) for connecting the dedicated power supply to the P0 bus  
- Transition module (rear) for the connection of the VME card to the cable coming from the device 
 
Each crate can control up to eight BTV systems, the main limiting factor being the space taken by the 
connectors on the rear of the crate. The power needed by eight systems is also not far from the limits of the 
VME crate.   
 
2.3. Interface boxes 
As one single cable is used to connect the control electronics to the device, the different signals have to be 
redistributed to the respective pieces of hardware. An interface box is installed at the foot of each 
instrument. There are two types of interfaces: the CCD box and the RAD box, depending on the type of 
video camera used. 
2.3.1. CCD Box 
The CCD type box is used when the camera delivers a composite video signal (or separate video and a synch 
signals). This box contains a driver that transmits the video signal over a differential line up to a distance of 
1500 meters. Other features like the control of the video gain and the visualisation of a reference pattern can 
be controlled using this box.  
The other hardware components like the insertion mechanism and lights are also connected directly to this 
box, in this case the wires are simply rerouted. 
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2.3.2. RAD BOX 
Contrary to the CCD type, the RAD type does not contain any electronics. Its use is limited to our radiation 
hard cameras based on Vidicon tubes. This box is acting just as a patch to route the signals to the different 
parts of the instrument. 
3. Specifications of the BTV/MTV hardware 
3.1. Screen mechanism hardware 
Over the past 30 years many different types of screen insertion devices have been installed in the 
accelerators: 
- electrical systems using the ‘Maltese Cross‘ principle (called Trefle) and allowing 4 different 
positions for screens and radiators 
- electrical 2 position systems (in/out) based on DC motors and end switches 
- pneumatic systems with 2 or 3 positions (in/out or in1/in2/out or in1/out1/in2/out2) 
- induction systems (mainly used for flip mirror) based on electro magnets 
- stepping motor system (these systems can not be controlled by the BTV/MTV card described here) 
3.2. Illumination hardware 
The illumination system is used for the calibration and check of the system. With the light the calibration 
marks  drawn on the screen or its support become visible and are used to define the magnification and the 
centre. 
The magnification is then stored in the application software and used in the computation of the beam sizes. 
On the other hand beam measurements must be performed with the light OFF in order to avoid background 
in the acquired images. 
 
As part of the CPS-MTV consolidation project all the different lamps have been standardized and now all 
lamps are of the type 24V/5W (200mA). 
3.3. Camera 
Different types of camera are used for different purposes. The choice is based on three main considerations: 
- the precision required for the observation or measurement 
- the type of beam and screen to be used 
- the level of ionizing radiation to be sustained by the camera 
 
Around 40% of the cameras used for beam observation at CERN are standard B/W CCD cameras (of the 
type used for CCTV applications). Standard CCD cameras can be installed only in places where the 
radiation level is relatively low i.e. where beams losses are low. Some time CCD cameras are used also in 
high radiation areas if an adequate shielding can be provided. This is the case for example of the CTF3 
accelerator where the use of radiation hard cameras is not possible due to their low sensitivity. In this case 
the CCD cameras are installed a few meters away inside a thick lead box and the image is transported to the 
camera using optical relay lines.  
In most cases however, the energy of the accelerated particles renders shielding to complicated and bulky, 
and the use of radiation hard camera is the only choice. 
Three different types of radiation resistant cameras are used at CERN: 
- A Vidicon tube camera developed at CERN 30 years ago and then modified several times. Almost 
40% of our systems are based on this type of cameras. However due to the limited resolution and 
sensitivity of these devices their use is limited to beam observation. The real strength of these 
cameras consists in their capacity to sustain very high radiation levels (tens of MRAD) because they 
are only composed of passive electronics elements and valves. 
- CIDTEC CID cameras that can sustain up to 1MRAD. This type of camera is at the moment only 
used in a few applications where Vidicon do not provide enough sensitivity or resolution and the 
dose is above the limits of the CCDs but still not too high. This is the case of the transfer lines near 
the injection and extraction regions for example. 
- SIRA CMOS cameras based on a FillFactory chip designed for space applications that can sustain a 
dose up to 10MRAD. Due to the relatively high cost of this type of camera and the complexity of 
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the cabling between the head and the control electronics (increased by the request of use only 
halogen free cables) only a few devices of this type are in use. Usually these cameras are used to 
monitor beam spots on targets or dumps where the radiation level is quite high and good sensitivity 
and resolution are required. 
The performances in terms of resolution and sensitivity of the last two types are situated between the ones of 
the CCD cameras and those of a Vidicon tube camera. These two cameras have also the characteristics of 
being composed of two parts, as already mentioned, a radiation tolerant camera head and a control box, 
which is not radiation hard. The maximum distance between the two is about 30 meters and special cables 
have to be used for this link. It is worth to mention that the cables delivered by some camera producer can 
not be used because they contain halogens. 
4. The VME BTV/MTV 1003 card 
A picture of the VME control card can be found in Annex 1 and the list functionalities in Annex 2. Annex 6 
provides the user manual for the local control of the BTV/MTV system with the new BTV/MTV 1003 VME 
card. 
 
4.1. Insertion mechanism driver 
The BTV/MTV card can drive two independent actuators. In a typical installation, the first driver is used to 
control the position of a radiator/screen while the second is used to control an optical density filters set 
installed in front of the camera. The optical filters are needed in order to attenuate the light intensity on the 
camera when the beam intensity is increased. In some cases however, the second driver is used to control the 
position of a second radiator/screen or a flip mirror, this last used to select between different optical paths 
for the emitted light  
In general any mechanism based on motors with the following specifications can be controlled: 
- 24V DC 
- 800mA max 
- Mechanical position switches 
 
The logic to control the different types of mechanisms is implemented into an FPGA. The type of control 
appropriate for each device is selected via a rotary switch on the VME card. A set of wire straps have also to 
be configured according to the logic chosen (see Annex 3 for details). 
The card also provides the possibility of preventing any movement of the radiators/screens by mean of a 
VETO input consisting of a LEMO connector on the front panel with /TTL logic. It also provides the status 
of the screens on a TTL LEMO output (screen OUT or screen NOT OUT) that can be used by the LHC 
machine interlock system (BIC) for example. 
4.2. Illumination control 
Two lamps can be controlled by the card and the intensity of the two lamps can be independently adjusted 
using the on-board DACs. The current driver is based on the pulse width modulation in order to reduce the 
heating on the components. The pulses are synchronised with the horizontal scan of the camera to avoid 
noise on the image, in fact a single multi pairs cable is used for all control and signal lines, precautions have 
therefore to be taken to avoid crosstalk and noise on the images. 
4.3. Camera control 
4.3.1. CCD type camera 
The control of the CCD camera consists of a TTL signal that switches ON and OFF the power to the CCD 
box, the camera is connected and powered by this CCD box. 
For cameras that need to be powered directly by the 230VAC a relay powered by the CCD box is used. 
Eventually the voltage supplied by the CCD box can be adjusted for particular needs: for examples the 
CIDTEC and SIRA cameras require voltages slightly different than standard CCDs. 
4.3.2. Vidicon tube camera 
The control of a Vidicon tube camera consists of: 
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- horizontal and vertical sweeps drive 
- voltages and bias for the Vidicon and Nuvistor tubes (these last used for the signal preamplification) 
- current for the Vidicon and Nuvistor heating filaments and for the magnetic focusing 
The VIDICON camera can be put in one of three states: OFF, where all voltages and currents are off, 
STANDBY, where the current for the heating filaments is kept at half the nominal value and the polarization 
voltages are off, and finally the ON state, where all circuits of the camera are powered to the nominal 
values.  
VIDICON tubes have a limited lifetime, for this reason it is important that the camera is turned OFF when 
not in use. On the other hand a tube device takes quite some time to power up (cathodes heating), it is for 
this reason that the STANDBY mode has been introduced, this keeps the cathodes of the tubes ready for a 
quick start. 
Due to the high current values, the deflection signals are sent on a separate cable in order to avoid cross talk 
with the video signal. Similarly the voltage bias has to be sent on a dedicated high voltage cable. This means 
that VIDICON systems need three separate cables instead of the single one used for the other systems. 
4.4. Digitalization 
The video signal from the camera is connected to the CCD box and from here sent to the VME card using a 
differential line (for the VIDICON camera there is no CCD box and the signal is already differential on the 
camera). The video signal is then reconditioned on the VME card and the resulting composite video signal is 
connected to a LEMO connector on the front panel of the card from where it is usually transported to the 
CCC. 
The video signal is also digitized by mean of a 12 bits/5V ADC and stored in the RAM of the card. In order 
to optimize the digitization range, 4 gain levels can be selected. 
Moreover, an equalizer with four filters allows compensating for the losses in the transmission line (on a 
1km long cable this can be an important effect). 
The parameters of the digitalisation circuit are: 
- ADC    12 bits/flash 
- Pixel clock    8MHz 
- Image size   416x288 
- RAM size   512x512 
 
The size of the RAM only allows storing one single image, thus although the acquisition could be 
continuous and real time, the maximum rate is in fact limited by the time needed by the CPU to read the 
RAM and process the data. Typically rates of a few Hertz can be achieved. 
There are two modes of triggering an acquisition: software from the application via the VME an hardware 
via a /TTL signal on the front panel, typically from a timing card (CTRP for example). 
4.5. On board FPGA 
In order to achieve the high level of flexibility of this VME card, all the digital electronics had to be 
condensed into a single FPGA (ALTERA MAX family). This solution leaves enough free space on the PCB 
for the different analogue circuits. Previous designs always had to split functionalities over several modules 
and had to sacrifice flexibility due to the size of discrete digital circuits. 
The FPGA used is the ALTERA EPM9480RC240-15 (175 I/O) and takes care of the following tasks: 
- VME bus interface between the card and the CPU 
- controls all different logics for the different mechanisms 
- controls all the command bits and read back all status bits used in the system  
- generates required timing clock and signals 
- resynchronizes video timings and compensate for transmission delays 
- controls the digitalisation of the image 
 
Annex 7 shows all the VME functions implemented in the ALTERA. 
4.6. Performances and limitations 
This new BTV control card manages a variety of very different circuits and signals: motor drivers, light 
drivers, digital circuits at various frequencies and video signals. For this reason, a big effort has been made 
in the optimization of the implantation of the different blocks on the board. This was necessary in order to 
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reach a good signal to noise ratio in the image acquisition. The result is a 54dB S/N on the digitized images 
(5V/10mV).  
The use of differential lines for the transmission of the video signal allows the use of cables over more than 
one kilometre long.  
Typical acquisitions are shown in Annex 5.   
 
5. Conclusion  
A new electronics card for the control of the BTV and MTV systems has been developed. The system fits in 
a single VME 64x format card. This new system has first been deployed during the TI8 LHC injection line 
tests at the end of 2004. Thirteen systems were installed with very positive results completely already 
fulfilling the requirements. After these first tests the design has been improved and a series of 300 cards 
produced. By the end of 2006 all cards had already been received and tested, over 100 cards are already 
installed and commissioned, either in new installations (LEIR, LHC transfer lines, CNGS) or in the MTV 
renovation project in the PS complex (CTF3, AD, TT2). The installation of the LHC systems was done until 
early 2008 while the CPS MTV renovation was completed at the end of 2007. The remaining non standard 
systems of the SPS will probably be converted to this new design after 2009, although no precise plan and 
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7.1.  ANNEX 1  BTV/MTV 1003 V3 VME card  
 








7.2. ANNEX 2  BTV/MTV card settings. 
 BTV/MTV 1003          
Strap Functions 
  
 ST1   Enable Local Screen/Filter CTRL  
 ST2   W3/W4: CCD CTRL (UP)  
  W4/W5: Camera _STBY (DOWN)  
 ST3   W7/W8: Mire (CCD) (DOWN)  
  W6/W7: Zoom RAD (UP)  
 ST4   W9/W10: CCD Hsync (UP)  
  W10/W11: RAD Hsync (DOWN)   
 ST5   W12/W13: CCD Vsync (UP)  
  W13/W14: RAD Vsync (DOWN)  
 ST6   Enable Ext.Trigger In to Gene Synch RAD  
 ST7   Connect L298P channel 2 to GND  
 ST8   Connect L298P channel 1 to GND  
 ST9   With strap: +5V: EXT ACQ - Without strap: GND: Soft ACQ  
 ST10   W25/W27: Bypass ampli x6 (CCD)  
  W23/W25: Enable ampli x6 (RAD)  
 ST11   W26/W28: Bypass ampli x6 (CCD)  
  W24/W26: Enable ampli x6 (RAD)  
 ST12   Enable Mixsync from ALTERA (possibility delay) as main sync  
 ST13   Enable Video Comp from CCD as main sync  
 ST14   Connect 51ohm as terminaison cable for video IN + (RAD)  
 ST15   Enable 110ohm as parallel terminaison for video IN (CCD)  
 ST16   Connect 51ohm as terminaison cable for video IN - (RAD)  
 ST17   Enable Video Comp from Max490 as main sync  
  
J7   1-2 Elec Screen PS+        
  5-6  Elec Screen PS-  
  9-10 Elec_Screen_PS_Busy  
  
J6   1-2 Elec Filter PS+        
  5-6  Elec Filter PS-  
  9-10 Elec_Filter_PS_Busy  
  
J7  3-4 Elec Screen SPS/LHC+  
  7-8 Elec Screen SPS/LHC-  
  
J6  3-4 Elec Filter SPS/LHC+  
  7-8 Elec Filter SPS/LHC-  
  
J7  1-2 Vanne PS+ / Trefle electromagnetic breaking +  
  7-8 Vanne PS- / Trefle electromagnetic breaking -  
  
J6  1-2 Vanne PS+ / Trefle electromagnetic breaking +  
  7-8 Vanne PS- / Trefle electromagnetic breaking -  
  
   RAD type  
   CCD type  





















































































































































































ANNEX 3  BTV/MTV insertion devices settings  
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ANNEX 4  VME 64x equipped crate for BTV/MTV 
 
Specific hardware had to be created around the standard VME 64x crate for the control of the BTV or MTV 
instruments. A lot of care has been dedicated in obtaining a compact and easy to maintain equipment. 
 
Specific power supply 
 
A BTV system needs 3 non standard voltages (i.e. non VME):  
- +20V DC for the CCD boxes 
- +24V for the lights and the motors 
- +50V for the VIDICON tube cameras 
An additional +500V for the bias of the VIDICON tube is generated on the transition module (TM3) card 
itself using a dc-dc converter. 
 
For this purpose, a new power supply crate has been designed. It has to be placed at the rear bottom of the 
VME 64x crate as shows in the picture bellow. The 3 voltages are carried to the BTV/MTV 1003 card 
through: 
- a first transition module ‘GPPL TM1’ which links the specific power supply to the VME crate using the P2 
connector on slots 19, 20 and 21. 
- a second transition module ‘GPPL TM visu’ which links the GPPL (General Purpose Power Lines) on the 
P0 connector  to the P2 connector of the mentioned 3 slots (19, 20 and 21). 
 
Transmission module between BTV/MTV 1003 card to instrument 
 
Another transition module, ‘BTV/MTV TM3’ at the rear of the VME crate links the P2 connector on the 
BTV/MTV card to the cable going to the instrument. 
 





























Pictures of a VME64x crate 
equipped for BTV/MTV 
instruments control. 
a) front view b) rear view 
CPU + CTRP 
BTV/MTV1003 card 































































Digitized image (CCD) of the 
screen ITE.MTV10 on LEIR  
with beam, using FESA and the 
java GUI application. 
Digitized image (CCD) of the screen 
ITE.MTV10 installed on LEIR. 
Example of measurement with 
simulated beam.  
CCD Linearity test with 
1270 meters’ cable 
Adjustment of a Vidicon tube 
camera type using a digitized 
image of a resolution target in 
the lab. 
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7.4. ANNEX 6  Notice d’utilisation de la carte BTV/MTV 1003 




La carte BTV/MTV 1003 permet le contrôle simultané de 2 systèmes d’insertion DC. En 
opération courante, le premier est généralement pour introduire un écran sur la trajectoire du 
faisceau, le deuxième un filtre optique pour jouer avec la gamme dynamique du système. 
Néanmoins, ce système peut être utilise pour d’autres applications tant que le type de 
hardware à commander est dans les spécifications suivantes : 
- DC 
- 24V 
- max 800mA 
Les types DC standards BTV / MTV à contrôler au CERN sont actuellement les suivants : 
- moteur DC 16/36V pour système trèfle (écrans et filtres) 
- électrovanne DC 24V pour système pneumatique des écrans 
- système à induction DC pour mise en place de miroir 
 
La logique de contrôle des différents systèmes d’insertion utilisés pour les BTV et/ou MTV 
au CERN a été implémentée dans un FPGA. Une roue codeuse sur la carte permet de faire 
cette sélection (voir annexe 1). De la même manière, un set de straps permet la mise en 
place du driver en fonction du type sélectionné (annexe 2 et 3). 
 
Le contrôle en local s’opère de la façon suivante: 
- Mise en local de la commande :   Mettre SW4/7 en position ON. Les LEDs 
‘Loc/Rem’ sur les emplacements SCREEN et FILTER s’allument 
- Utiliser la roue codeuse ‘SCREEN position’ ou ‘FILTER position’ pour commander 
les systèmes. 
 
Remarque: Les LED ‘Busy’ s’allument lorsque les moteurs ou les systèmes mis en 
action sont en marche. Un système pneumatique reste donc toujours allume 




Le standard du système d’éclairage est : 
- 2 ampoules de 24W / 5W (2x200mA) 
- Ajustable de 0 a 200mA par DAC (remote) et localement 
 
Le contrôle en local s’opère de la façon suivante : 
- Mettre le switch SW1 ‘LIGHTS LOC/REM’ sur LOC 






La carte peut commander 2 types de camera différentes: 
- camera a tube (radiation hard) Vidicon du CERN 
- standard CCD (meme configuration pour cameras CID ou CMOS) 






















La mise en marche de la camera est faite de la façon suivante: 
 
CAMERA RAD (tube Vidicon) 
- Mettre SW4/2 ‘STBY/CCD’ sur ON 
" met le courant des tubes en chauffe 
- Mettre SW4/1 ‘RAD ON’ sur ON 
" switch les tensions, met le courant des tubes a sa valeur nominale 
 




- Mettre SW4/2 ‘STBY/CCD’ sur ON 
 








Camera : Gain1    gain ~x2 du signal pour l’ADC. 
  Gain2   gain ~x6.5 du signal pour l’ADC. 
  Gain3 (G1+G2) gain ~x8 du signal pour l’ADC. 
  Zoom/Mire   
- Zoom (uniquement avec RAD système) : fait un 
zoom ~x2 sur l’image. 
- Mire (uniquement avec CCD système) : créé une 
image de reference depuis la CCD box utilise 
pour le réglage de la bande passante de la vidéo 
(en fonction de la longueur des câbles) pour un 
système CCD. 
Cross  Additionne une croix à la sortie vidéo de la CCD 
box pour l’alignement des écrans pour un système 
CCD. 
Pressync Indique la réception de la synchro provenant 
d’une camera CCD fournissant ce type de signal. 
Light ON Indique qu’il y a une consigne donnée (entre 0 et 
1 V) sur l’intensité de la lumière.  
Spare Pas connecte. 
 
RAD Focus Réglage de la focalisation magnétique du tube de 
la camera RAD (Vidicon tube). 
 
 
Hardware Trigger/Veto Inputs  /Veto IN    et    /EXT AQC  
Position status for BIC    Output: /SCR OUT 
    
 
Remarque: 






7.5. ANNEX 7  Functions New BTV/MTV - VME 
 
Address card 1  a23 – a20  [[1 00000 + address functions 
 I 
Address card 8  a23 – a20  [[8 00000 + address functions 
 
        -----------  Address -----------  
         a    a a a   a a a a   add 
FUNCTIONS    W/R data  19  6 5 4  3 2 1 0 function  
Hexa[6..0] Dec[6..1] 
Acquisition start   W ----  0     0 0 0  0 0 0 0  00000  
 
Lamp 1     W/R d0-d11  0      0 0 1  0 0 0 0 00010  
Lamp 2     W/R d0-d11  0      0 0 1  0 0 1 0 00012  
Offset     W/R d0-d11  0      0 0 1  0 1 0 0 00014  
Spare     W/R d0-d11  0      0 0 1  0 1 1 0 00016  
  
Electronic    W/R   0      0 1 0  0 0 0 0 00020   
Power CCD/STBYRAD do    0x1    
Power RAD   d1    0x2 
Cross / Mire (or Zoom)  d2    0x4    
Mire CCD / Zoom RAD d3    0x8 
Gain  box/rad 1   d4    0x10   
Gain  box/rad 2   d5    0x20 
Gain int./filter 1  d6    0x40    
Gain int./filter 2  d7    0x80 
Gain video (intern card) 1 d8    0x100    
Gain video (intern card) 2 d9    0x200 
Aux  ccd/rad 1   d10    0x400      
Aux  ccd/rad 2   d11    0x800 
Select Acqu. type  d12    0x1000 (Soft"0 Hard"1)  
Spare 1    d13    0x2000 
Spare 2    d14    0x4000 
Start delay type   d15    0x8000 (CCD"0 RAD"1) 
   
            
SPS CTRL Start motor screen W ----  0      0 1 1  0 0 0 0   00030  24 
Start motor filter W ----  0      1 0 0  0 0 0 0  00040  32  
 
PS CTRL Screen1 select  W/R  do-d1  0      1 0 1  0 0 0 0 00050    40  
Filter1 select  W/R do-d1  0       1 0 1  0 0 1 0 00052  41  
  
  
Status 2 Acquisition   R d0-d15  0       1 1 0  0 0 0 0 00060  48 
 
Enable motor move   W d0  0       1 1 1  1 1 1 0 0007E  63 
 
Ram image pos 1   R d0-d12  1       a0-a18  80000   
            
ALTERA code Version*  R d0-d3  0 1 1 1  1 0 0 0 00078  60 
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Status 1 electronic      
 
d0 d0 power 1     
d1 d1 power 2    
d2 d0 cross     
d3 d1 mire (or zoom)    
d4 d0 gain box / rad    
d5 d1 gain box / rad    
d6 d0 gain intensifier / filter 1   
d7 d1 gain intensifier / filter 2   
d8 d0 gain video (to ADC ~ 2.2)    
d9 d1 gain video 2 (to  ADC ~ x6.5)  "  together ~ x8  
d10 Aux CCD1 / Rad1    
d11 Aux CCD2 / Rad2   
d12 Select Acqu. type  
d13 Spare 1     
d14 Spare 2   
d15 Start delay type 
     
Status 2 acquisition 
 
d0 screen pos out 
d1 screen pos 1 
d2 screen pos 2 
d3 screen pos 3 
d4 filter pos out 
d5 filter pos 1 
d6 filter pos 2 
d7 filter pos 3 
d8 moteur screen busy 
d9 moteur filter busy 
d10  pres. synch 
d11 alim rad 
d12 Spare0 
d13 Spare1 





*ALTERA code Version 
Version Bit 4 Bit 3 Bit 2 Bit 1 Bit 0 Hexa 
V7 LEIR / CTF3 No read 
V8 CPS/SPS/AD/East Area 0 1 0 0 0 8 
V9 TL LHC 1 0 1 0 0 1 9 
VA TL LHC 2 0 1 0 1 0 A 
VB TL LHC 3 0 1 0 1 1 B 
VC LHC 0 1 1 0 0 C 
VD TL LHC 3 0 1 1 0 1 D 
VE TL LHC 3 0 1 1 1 0 E 






Versions are different in the INTERLOCK or/and in the SCREEN DRIVER blocks. 
 
Version Bit 4 Bit 3 Bit 2 Bit 1 Bit 0 Hexa 
V7 LEIR / CTF3 No read 
V8 CPS/SPS/AD/East Area 0 1 0 0 0 8 
V9 TL LHC 1 0 1 0 0 1 9 
VA TL LHC 2 0 1 0 1 0 A 
VB TL LHC 3 0 1 0 1 1 B 
VC LHC 0 1 1 0 0 C 
VD TL LHC 3 0 1 1 0 1 D 
VE TL LHC 3 0 1 1 1 0 E 




The BTV system provides a status bit to the Interlock system BIC to ensure that no damage is made to the 
accelerator components by a non controlled screen insertion. It is a status given to the BIC saying whether 
the BTV system is in accordance or not with the high intensity beam.  
 
STANDARD TYPES 
       
 INTERLOCK LOCK Time-OUT 
Code  Screen Positions     
Version [hex] OUT 1 2 3   [s] 
V7         No 12 
V8         No 12 
V9         Yes 12 
VA         Yes 12 
VB         No 12 
VC         Yes 120 
VD         Yes 12 
VE         Yes 12 
VF         Yes 120 
  
Authorized position. It turns 
to wrong (not authorized) 
when motor busy)     
  Non-authorized position. It is also not authorized when there is any movement. 
Particular TYPES 
       
Code  
Version [hex] Features Installation 
         
V10  V8 + Filter motion 4 linear positions BTVDD 
 





The BTV card has a number of different control logics for the screen drivers and 2 channels (2 motors can 
be controlled independently). The first channel is normally used for screen insertion and the second is used 
for filter insertion. In general, any 24 V DC systems can be controlled by these drivers (mirrors, etc…). A 
time out of 12 seconds has being implemented to avoid a system to run continuously in case of  failure. 
 
SCREEN driver types: 
SW5 = 0 TREFLE LHC type 
SW5 = 1 Electric 2 positions type (reverse mode)  
SW5 = 2  Pneumatic 2 positions type. When using also the filter driver at SW5 = 2, this becomes a 
pneumatic 3 positions type 
SW5 = 3 Pneumatic 2 position with veto (can only move when FILTER pos = OUT) 
SW5 = 4  / 
SW5 = 5 Pneumatic with reverse command (powered to go OUT and not powered to let it go IN) 
 
FILTER driver types:   
SW5 = 0 TREFLE LHC type 
SW5 = 1 Electric 2 positions type (reverse mode)  
SW5 = 2  Only when using the screen driver at SW5 = 2, this gives the 3rd pneumatic position (see 
SCREEN driver type SW5=2) . 
SW5 = 3 Pneumatic 2 position with veto (can only move when SCREEN pos = OUT) 
 
V9, VA, VB and V10 have an “Enable move” bit (see functions) that has to be activated via the VME bus 
prior to operate any of the screens drivers listed above, this is meant to avoid a manual insertion of screens 
in LHC where it could cause damage or unsolicited beam dumps. 
 
 
